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 Inspired by the inspirational, African drum & bass, dark bass sounds are now much easier to create with the new 360° sample
pack by Cocoon Audio. This pack is designed for artists and producers of the deep, low, heavy style. "Hundred% effects-free" -
100% straight live-to-tape samples. No additional effects were used during the recording process. Over 40 new and live samples

with full-length stems included. All sample sounds were captured directly from performance. AudioSnits is a true, modern,
24/96, multipass, and sample-centric producer tool for those producers that are tired of archaic and outdated software that does
not allow for real-time mixing and mixing on the go. With AudioSnits, you can compose, mix and master songs on the go with 2

meters of touch screen on your tablet or mobile device! A sample-oriented synth for 808 and 909 has arrived! With over
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500MB of the most high-quality 808 & 909 sounds available, "Mr. Floppy" is the ultimate sound pack for the true hip hop and
rap producer. And, with the included 24-bit quality MIDI files and creative visualizations, you'll find it a very useful tool to
design your next track. The first sample library to feature ultra-high-resolution, 16-bit/44.1KHz audio at 1 million samples

(1,000,000 sounds) for ultimate quality in a smaller file size! "So-fine-it's-almost-unlistenable" - 2,030 multi-sampled sounds
can now be handled with ease on any DAW, including Native Instruments' own Kontakt. Ableton's powerful samplers can also

take full advantage of this incredible amount of samplers with an increase in sample and effect capacity. Lets not wait any
longer! The 2,030 ultra-realistic multi-sampled instruments you get today will definitely add life and energy to your next

project. So start creating and composing your ideas, then check out the brand new free demo that includes all the instruments
included in this sample library. Hip Hop Drummers has everything you need to create bass heavy beats. These drums were
sampled from all around the world, with samples from all styles and genres. The drum sounds are easy to use and can be

combined together with sample triggering, waveforms and a wide range of analog sounding effects. The 82157476af
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